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Secure Site Care

Scality Standard Support & Services ensure that customers have the tools 
and resources they need for successful Scality RING implementations. 
Standard Support & Services assist users with product evaluations, rollout 
and installation, as well as training and certification.

Beyond standard support, Scality offers guaranteed service levels that 
provide a best-in-class experience while helping customers realize the full 
value of their investment.

Scality Scale Care Services provide premium deliverables centered around 
measurable business outcomes, such as proactive reporting, integrated 
services for upgrades and expansions, and critical operational services to 
ensure Scality performs optimally within your environment.

Secure Site Care is a custom flavor of Scale Care Services tailored for 
customers that can't or don't want to have external access to their systems. 
It includes access to a designated engineer who is shared by a limited 
number of customers.

Secure Site Care  
The highest tier of Scale Care 
Services, designed to boost 
the value of RING with active 
participation by (and proactive 
assistance from) Scality 
experts in regular operation 
and maintenance activities.

Custom-tailored for customers 
who can't or don't want to 
have external access to their 
systems.

Scale Care Services offering is the crown jewel in 
Scality’s customer services suite, ensuring always-on 
availability for petabyte-scale cloud storage. 

  SERVICE   DESCRIPTION
SCALITY 

SECURE SITE 
CARE

RING Upgrade Upgrading all nodes of the RING cluster to new version, 
based on a documented, site-specific procedure ✔✔

RING Connectors Addition of connectors for same use case ✔✔

RING Expansion Adding new disks or nodes to the RING cluster for extra capacity or performance ✔✔

Lab/Test Software license, installation, configuration and setup of 
Lab/Test environment (for same use case) ✔✔

Training Annual Advanced Operations Training (AOT) ✔✔

Meetings

Weekly stand-up with ticket and system review ✔✔

Quarterly checkpoint ✔✔

Annual workshop ✔✔
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  SERVICE   DESCRIPTION
SCALITY 

SECURE SITE 
CARE

Reporting
Custom scope and cadence: standard and customized metrics, ticket 
review, healthcheck, review of relevant tech bulletins, assessment and 
planning of change operations, operational recommendations

✔✔

Dashboard Core set of metrics + customized Grafana dashboards based on use-case ✔✔

Notifications Standard on Supervisor ✔✔

Communication 
w/Scality

Direct communication via dedicated Slack channel ✔✔

Designated email contact ✔✔

Business hours scheduled operations ✔✔

Onsite presence – planned and/or ad-hoc     ✔✔

Priorities and SLAs

Response Times

P1 15 mins

P2 4 hours

P3 1 b days

Service Request 1 b days

Lab/Test Support 3 b days

Restoration Times

P1 2 hours

P2 3 b days

P3 n/a

Service Request n/a

Lab/Test Support n/a

Contacts
Designated Customer Solution Engineers ✔✔

Access to Scality Experts for consulting purposes ✔✔

Product Roadmap Annual Presentation ✔✔

Ecosystem Troubleshooting and cooperation with third-parties (ISVs & OEMs) ✔✔

Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn. Visit www.scality.com, or subscribe to our blog. 
San Francisco. Paris. Washington, D.C. Tokyo. London.

Scality® storage propels companies to unify data management no matter where data lives — from edge to core to cloud. Our 
market-leading file and object storage software protects data on-premises and in hybrid and multi-cloud environments. With RING 
and ARTESCA, Scality’s approach to managing data across the enterprise accelerates business insight for sound decision-making 
and maximum return on investment. To compete in a data-driven economy, IT leaders and application developers trust Scality to 
build sustainable, adaptable solutions. Scality is recognized as a leader by Gartner and IDC. 


